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Abstract 

A numerical dynamic-mechanical model of a planetary ball-mill is developed to study the 

dependence of process efficiency on milling parameters like ball size and number, jar geometry and 

velocity of the revolving parts. Simulations provide evidence of the correlation between milling 

parameters and the resulting microstructure ofthe ground material. In particular, maximum efficiency 

ofthe grinding process is observed with the most disordered ball motion, which is obtained within a 

well-defined range of jar to plate velocity ratios. As a significant case study in ceramic powder 

technology, the model is presented and validated for calcium fluoride (CaF2), ground under different 

conditions in a planetary mill, and then characterized by X-ray powder diffraction and scanning 

electron microscopy. 
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1. Introduction  

High-energy ball milling is commonly used for particle size reduction (comminution) down to the 

nanometer scale [6,16,62]. Increased surface energy and defectivity lead to modified 

physical/chemical properties and can promote structural transformations and/or chemical reactions 

(see e.g. [67]). Nearly all materials can be processed, including metals [12,50,59], organics 

[31,54,61] and pharmaceuticals [39,47,48], as well as composites [14,40] or low-dimensional 

structures [2,8,15,38,71]. Ceramic materials can be produced either (i) indirectly or (ii) directly [58] 

via ball milling. While the former route promotes enhanced reactivity of starting materials (due to 

morphological, structural and/or chemical modifications) [34] and/or their deagglomeration [50], 

therefore improving the consecutive thermal treatment, the latter results in the direct manufacture of 

the desired end-product [10,35,60,68]. This is usually nanostructured, characterized by a selected 

polymorph [19,69,70], and affected by defects which are exploited to tune selected properties 

[24,29]. Furthermore, ceramics can be incorporated into different matrices by ball milling, so to 

enhance mechanical properties [28]. 

Among high-energy ball mills, the planetary is a mechanically simple and versatile device for efficient 

grinding. It is usually made of two or more jars, rotating at an angular velocity ω around their axis 

(see Fig. 1), installed on a disk rotating at angular velocity. Grinding occurs by impact among the 

milling media (balls and jars), driven by centrifugal and Coriolis forces, with material particles typically 

covering balls and/or jar surfaces. The energy available for comminution and, in turn, the size of the 
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ground particles and their defectivity, are determined by several parameters, related both to 

geometry and to physical properties of jar and milling media. These include size and shape of balls 

and jar, elasto-plastic properties and friction coefficients, but also angular velocities, grinding time 

and charge fraction. Products homogeneity and contamination from the vials are also related to the 

above-defined parameters and must be properly accounted for. The (i) straightforward approach to 

correlate milling parameters to end products is running the mill under different conditions. The 

alternative to this brute-force, time consuming empirical approach is modeling the process, either (ii) 

analytically [1,5,51] or (iii) numerically [17,30,33,42,44,53]. The main advantage of modeling over 

experimental testing is a better control over kinematic and dynamic quantities, e.g. ball trajectories 

and kinetic energies, under all possible operating conditions. Analytical models are elegant and 

informative but, most often, limited by simplifying assumptions, like inelasticity of collisions or 

approximate friction models.Numerical multibody models, although more computationally 

demanding, can preserve the main complexity of the milling process and possibly provide more 

accurate predictions.  

This work introduces a model belonging to the latter category, implemented within the framework of 

a multibody dynamics software. The validity of the model has been experimentally verified 

considering the case study of a typical ceramic material, calcium fluoride.  

 

2. The model  

Following, the model of the Fritsch Pulverisette 4 (P4 [18]) planetary ball mill is presented. The 

solution of the equation of motion of the milling media is obtained, implementing a suitable model for 

contacts and Lagrangian description, by the software MSC.Adams [45]. One of the most appealing 

features of this multibody dynamics software is the aptitude for handling complicated mechanical 

systems, therefore allowing a detailed description of different processing apparatuses. Due to its 

limited volume fraction, powder charge has not been explicitly modeled but accounted for by a 

suitable choice of collision contact parameters [17], as will be discussed later.  

The Hilber–Hughes–Taylor (HHT [26,46]) integrator, with automatic step tuning, was adopted setting 

a maximum numerical error of 10−8. 

2.1. The mill  

The angular velocities ω and (see Fig. 1) were applied, respectively, to the two hinges (features 

predefined in the MSC.Adams software) connecting (i) the jar (radius RJ) to the main disk (radius 

RP = 125 mm) and (ii) the latter to the ground reference frame. Milling media were randomly placed 

inside the jar, in the gravitational field, and angular velocities were gradually increased to the target 

values during the first second of simulation, which lasted overall 24 s. To allow motion 

homogenization, the first 4 s were discarded during data analysis. Properties of jar and milling media 

are reported in Table 1.  

2.2. Contact modeling  

The most critical ingredient in the model of a ball mill is the contact law. Contact models belong either 

to the (i) discrete or (ii) continuous approach [20]. While (i)is based on momentum balances, in (ii) a 

force–displacement law is added to the equation of motion, as a combination of a spring in parallel 

with a damper, causing energy dissipation, plus a friction element. The most significant formulations 

are based on a combination of either linear or non-linear spring or damper but more complicated 

schemes, such as those based on Mindlin’s work or on the introduction of plasticity, have also been 

proposed [13,20,22,37,53]. 



The contact force is defined by the hard-coded impact function [45], based on the non-linear spring 

(Fk) and linear damper scheme (Fd) proposed by Dubowsky and Freudenstein (impact pair model 

[13]), 

 

being u and u˙ the relative displacement and velocity of the colliding bodies, whereas k and c are 

the spring generalized stiffness and the damping coefficient. With respect to the above formulation, 

to prevent discontinuities, the impact function, defined within MSC.Adams, implements a damping 

coefficient which depends on the relative displacement of colliding bodies, 

 

and varies from zero to cm, assuming the latter value when the relative displacement is greater than 

or equal to d. With the exponent n = 3/2, an estimate of k can be derived from the Hertzian theory of 

contact [22], 

 

for the contact between sphere i and j, with radius R, and 

 

for the contact between sphere i and a plane (approximating jar surface). The parameter  i = (1 − 

 2 i )/( Ei) accounts for elastic properties of materials, being   the Poisson ratio and E the Young 

modulus. The solution ofthe classical problem of damped vibration of a mass spring system provides 

a guess of maximum the damping parameter [13], 

 

being e the restitution coefficient, accounting for the difference from initial (h0) and final (h) height in 

a drop test, 1/me = 1/mi + 1/mj and k* [11], 

 

Geometrical and elastic properties are expressed, respectively, as 1/Re = 1/Ri + 1/Rj and 1/Ee = 

1/Ei + 1/Ej whereas u˙ n0 is the relative velocity during the collision, assumed to be an average value 

for the discussed model (Table 2).  

While calculations provide a reasonable first-order guess, experiments can account for simplifying 

assumptions in theories. The most straightforward approach is comparing a simulation of a drop test 

(ball impinging on a plane) against experimental results [43,44], measuring the first rebound height 

(h) and fitting d. This implies that some spread in the damping parameter is introduced depending 

on the compenetration.  

Even if more refined contact models exist, it is worth noting that physical insights can be captured 

also from simpler (but more robust) schemes. Dealing with more complicated descriptions of 

phenomena is conditioned to a rigorous and extended procedure of parameters fitting.  



Among the possible schemes to account for friction at the contact location, the Coulomb model 

(hardcoded in MSC.Adams) was implemented. In this case, parameters are the static ( s) and 

dynamic ( d) friction coefficients (Table 3). Again, to avoid discontinuities MSC.Adams expresses 

the friction coefficient as a function of the slip velocity (v), 

 

therefore gradually varying from the static to the dynamic values.  

 

3. Results and discussion  

Calcium fluoride (CaF2) was ground using the above-described mill under several operating 

conditions (reported in the following paragraph) and ball milling effect was indirectly assessed by a 

rigorous characterization of the processed material either by (i) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

and (ii) X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) line profile analysis (LPA [65,66]). Concisely, the latter 

consists in extracting structural and microstructural information from the width and the shape of 

diffraction peaks through suitable models. XRPD data were therefore analyzed by the Whole Powder 

Pattern Modeling approach (WPPM,[55–57]), so to provide the distribution of crystalline domains 

(assumed to be spherical) sizes, in terms of average ( D ) and standard deviation of a lognormal 

size distribution, and dislocation density ( ), expected to increase as a result of the milling procedure 

[3,4,12,25,27,52,64]. The more the process is protracted in time, the more the average crystallite 

dimension decreases and the density of defects increases.  

Interestingly, 1/   D  is related to the yield stress ( y) through Hall–Petch law [23,49] and √  is 

connected to the work-hardening through Taylor equation [63]: qualitatively, Fig. 2 illustrates the 

increasing in yield stress and work-hardening as a function of milling time.  

3.1. Analysis of results  

Computer simulations provide the complete set of dynamical variables for each milling body as well 

as quantities associated to each contact event, therefore allowing an outright understanding of the 

time evolution of the investigated system. Naturally, visual inspection of trajectories provides 

information on (i) motion regimes and (ii) regions characterized by high impact frequency and/or 

intensity, therefore potentially prone to significant wear. Moreover, each computed quantity can be 

broken down with respect to the local impact reference frame, therefore allowing to design the 

preferential direction for stress exchange. For example, exfoliation of graphite can be enhanced if 

shear load is preferentially transferred [2,15,36].  

To quantitatively characterize each simulation, two parameters have beenused. First one,the total 

relative impact energy ofthe system, computed in the impact reference frame [22,32,33,41,42,53], 

provides an upper bound estimate of the maximum amount of energy available for grinding the mill 

charge [7] 

 



where mi is the mass of the i-th colliding body, C is the number of collisions during the time period 

and u˙ the relative velocity. The latter quantity, and in turn the specific energy, can be decomposed 

into a normal (u˙ n) and a tangential (u˙ t) component with respect to the impact reference frame.  

The second parameter provides a geometrical view of the simulation. Inspired by statistical 

mechanics, given the number of milling media N and the jar volume V, the Cylindrical Distribution 

Function (CDF), 

 

expresses the time-averaged density of milling media as a function of the distance from the jar axis 

(r  i · rˆ for the i-th body), i.e. the probability of a given cylindrical shell having width  

r of being occupied (ı (x) is the Dirac’s delta function and    indicates the time average over the 

period ). For a cylindrical jar, the more the CDF is uniform across the radius, the more the motion is 

random and the mean free path is large. To condense the randomness of motion, i.e. the absence 

of strong localization of milling media, in a single parameter, the reciprocal of the variance of the 

CDF histogram (1/ ) has been evaluated: the more uniform is the g (r) the larger is 1/ whereas, the 

more localized is the motion the smaller is 1/ . 

3.2. Simulations  

Within the wide set of parameters characterizing the process, in this work the effect of jar (ω) and 

plate () velocities on milling efficiency has been investigated. Following the approach by Rosenkranz 

et al. [53], the mill feed was accounted for by modifying friction coefficients,  s and  d (see Table 

3). The observation was derived from the analysis of camera images revealing the formation of 

powder coating layers on balls and jar surfaces, strongly modifying friction conditions. It is also worth 

noting that for the presented case the powder charge volume is much smaller than that of the milling 

chamber and balls (volume fraction < 1%), so that the powder layer should not substantially affect 

restitution and thus the damping coefficient. Therefore, two extreme conditions have been simulated, 

namely characterized by (i) steel–steel and (ii) steel–fluorite friction coefficients. Moreover, to 

maximize energy exchange, jar and plate were rotated counter-clockwise [41].  

Fig. 3 shows the outcome of selected simulations (ω = −320, −600, −800 rpm and = 200 rpm), 

illustrating both trajectories and the CDF for different motion regimes. In the first column, 

abovementioned quantities are computed for a low jar velocity ω: as made apparent from the 

trajectories, motion is not random and space regions of higher occupancy are present. 

Consequently, the CDF is not uniform. With respect to the previous case, the motion described within 

the second column is more random, with trajectories across the whole jar (longest mean free path), 

so that the observed CDF is nearly uniform. The last case, corresponding to high jar velocity, as 

clearly shown by trajectories, is characterized by balls chiefly sticking to the jar surfaces and 

consequently probability of crossing some regions is far from being uniform.  

The specific impact energy (Eq. (8)) for sets of simulations performed at different fixed value of plate 

angular velocity for the steel–steel interaction case is reported in Fig. 4a. Interestingly, the effect of 

this parameter only affects the total amount of kinetic impact energy involved in the process whereas 

it does not alter the location (in terms of ω/ + 1) of the maximum energy exchange (corresponding 

to the central column in Fig. 3), therefore suggesting that, for a specific set of coefficients 

(representing the interaction between two specific materials), it is the geometry of the system that 

determines the most efficient milling condition. Particularly, it exists a critical ratio of angular 

velocities (expressed as ω/ + 1) corresponding to the maximum energy transfer: with respect to Fig. 

3, ball motion is disordered, with trajectories across the whole jar, below this threshold (cascading 

to cataracting regime), whereas, above it, balls tend to stick to the jar surfaces (rolling).  



As anticipated, the specific impact energy can be separated into a normal and tangential component 

with respect to the local impact reference frame. Fig. 4b depicts Eq. (8) computed for the above-

described set of simulations performed at = 200 rpm. The contribution of the tangential component 

is higher, but the two trends are qualitatively similar, with the maximum of energy exchange 

corresponding to the same ω/ + 1 abscissa of ≈2.6.  

The geometrical parameter, quantifying the randomness of motion of the milling media inside the jar 

and, in turn, the mean free path, is reported in Fig. 5a. Again, the location of the maximum Fig. 5a. 

Again, the location of the maximum is shared across simulations with different plate angular 

velocities and its value does not show a significant dependency on . A comparison between the 

energetic and geometrical parameters is shown in Fig. 5b for the steel–steel interaction case at = 

200 rpm: the qualitative agreement of the two demonstrates that the more random is the motion, the 

higher is the energy exchange.  

So far, only the steel–steel interaction (no powder charge) has been considered. To validate the 

model, a comparison of simulations and experimental results, i.e. grinding of calcium fluorite, was 

performed. The effect of the presence of the ceramic powder in the milling system was taken into 

account by modifying the parameters of the friction contact model (see Table 3): Fig. 6 illustrates the 

comparison between the specific impact energy computed for simulations performed at = 200 rpm 

using both coefficients representing the no-feed (red) and the fluorite powder (grey) cases. As 

demonstrated in the plot, fluorite presence is responsible for a shift of the maximum energy exchange 

condition, from ω/ + 1 ≈ −2.6 to ≈−3.0, and an increasing amount of energy exchanged.  

The same figure also reports some interesting experimental results for fluorite powder ball-milled in 

a P4 mill under the same nominal conditions as in the simulations. Experimental data, as provided 

by LPA of the XRPD patterns, are proposed in terms of average crystallite dimensions (sphere 

diameter)  D , and dislocation density,  . In particular the Hall–Petch trend (1/   D ) and the 

Taylor trend ( √ ), which are both relevant to plasticity and in general to the powder comminution 

features, are illustrated. Impact kinetic energy computed from simulations nicely maps the trend of 

the experiments, thus providing a further validation of the proposed approach to simulate the milling 

process.  

 

4. Conclusions and further developments  

In this work a computer model for the P4 planetary ball mill has been presented and the effect of 

plate and jar velocity investigated. Two extreme conditions have been simulated, namely (i) steel–

steel interaction (no mill charge) and (ii) steel–fluorite, by changing friction coefficients. Both cases 

have been analyzed from energetic and geometrical points of view. Results show that these, 

described by the specific kinetic impact energy and motion randomness parameters, are strictly 

related. In particular, the maximum value of the two parameters has been found to correspond to the 

same speed ratio, ω/ + 1 (cataracting motion regime), clearly indicating that the more the motion is 

complex the higher is the energy available for grinding. Moreover, for each set of contact coefficients, 

representing one the two milling conditions analyzed, results point out that the increment of plate 

angular velocity , has an influence only on the amount of energy involved and not on the maximum 

location, suggesting that the geometry of the system dominates. The more efficient grinding condition 

was found to be at ω/ + 1 ≈ −2.6 for the case of steel–steel and at ω/ + 1 ≈ −3.0 for steel–fluorite 

interaction. The shift of the maximum is therefore due to the lowering of friction and indicates that, 

when fluorite is present, higher velocity ratios are required to achieve the most efficient grinding.  

Simulation output were also indirectly compared with experimental data from XRPD-LPA of ground 

fluorite. Particularly, average crystallite size and dislocation density have been characterized and 

related to mechanical properties through Hall–Petch law (yield stress) and Taylor equation (work 

hardening). In spite of the simplicity of the model used to simulate contacts, a good agreement has 



been found within the two extreme conditions. The choice of a straightforward contact scheme is 

due to the not trivial calculation and tuning of model coefficients, which are the key ingredient for 

meaningful and reliable simulations: schemes depending on few parameters, easily estimable 

through simple experiments, support quick predictions of efficient milling conditions for a given 

material, thus reducing and steering the experimental effort in fine-tuning the ball milling process.  

As a further development, images of the milling process are going to be recorded through an high-

speed camera directly mounted on the jar, therefore allowing more precise coefficients (and 

complicated contact models) to be retrieved via direct match of simulated and experimental 

trajectories. Moreover, guided by simulation outputs, molecular dynamics calculations are currently 

running aimed at understanding defect formation from an atomistic point of view. Finally, the power 

of simulations will be exploited to design more efficient jars.  
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